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Presentation

The KIMOJO interface is an interface allowing the Amiga computers to use keyboards, mice,

and more modern controllers than those of origin. It has the following characteristics:

– It  handles  PS/2  keyboards  and  mice.  The  multimedia  keys  of  these  keyboards  are

handled, as well as five-button mice with a wheel.

– It  handles USB keyboards and mice.  Mice with several  buttons and equipped with a

wheel are handled too.

– It also handles the USB controllers, especially “Sony's Dualshock 3” joystick for which it

has  been  designed  and  tested.  The  joystick  can  be  used  wired  or  wireless  with  a

Bluetooth dongle.

– It can handle joysticks up to 16 buttons and two analog sticks.

– The joystick buttons can be mapped to change their function and they can be redirected

to the keyboard.

– It can easily be updated via an USB key.

The KIMOJO interface is available in two versions that share the same hardware and firmware.

A PS/2 mouse connector J Joystick(s) activity LED

B PS/2 keyboard connector K Configuration switches

C Keyboard link with Amiga L PS/2 mouse and keyboard connector

D USB port n°1 M Link to keyboard card

E USB port n°2 N Interface power supply

F Reset button O To the Amiga's mouse port

G Update button P To the Amiga's joystick port

H Mouse activity LED Q Second USB port activity LED

I Keyboard activity LED R First USB port activity LED
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Picture 1: Amiga 4000 version

Picture 2: Amiga 1200 version



Installation

Installation in  an Amiga 4000

Installing the KIMOJO interface is very simple: Connect the supplied cable to the white

connector  next  to  the  two  PS/2  connectors,  and  then  connect  the  cable  to  the  Amiga

Keyboard input. Then insert the KIMOJO interface into the mouse and joystick connectors

on the left side of the Amiga by pressing firmly. The installation is complete.

Installation in an Amiga 1200

It is necessary to completely disassemble the Amiga 1200 to install the KIMOJO interface

that comes to the location provided for this purpose under the floppy drive and next to the

connector dedicated to the mouse. It is necessary to cut the original shield on the side for the

ribbon cables and the power supply of the KIMOJO interface, unless the Amiga is in a tower

case. The two ribbon connectors must come out by the openings of the mouse and joystick

connectors and pass between the shield and the rear of the Amiga housing. Cables are good
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dimensions. Locate the silkscreen on the KIMOJO interface for their usefulness and know

which  connector  connects  them.  Once  the  Amiga  motherboard  is  restrained  and  fixed,

remove the small hatch obstructing the extension port, place the KIMOJO interface so that

correctly  align its  hole with the one of the bottom of the Amiga case,  and then use the

supplied nylon screw to secure it. Connect its power cable by taking care to its orientation,

then connect this cable to the supply of the Amiga by a cable of your choice (not supplied).

Now go down the floppy disk drive and reposition the keyboard. Insert the small card into

the keyboard connector of the Amiga (the white connectors being oriented towards the floppy

disk drive), then carefully connect the flexible cable by curving it and bringing it under the

keyboard. Reassemble the upper part of the Amiga housing. The installation is complete.
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Once installed, the KIMOJO interface is completely transparent from the point of view of the

Amiga  and  is  operational  at  power  on  time:  it  is  therefore  always  possible  to  invoke  the

"EARLY STARTUP" menu or the one of an expansion card .

The use

The PS/2 devices

The KIMOJO interface can simultaneously handle a keyboard and a mouse to this standard.

Thus, two connectors are available on the version for Amiga 4000. The keyboard plugs into

the purple connector while the mouse to the green connector. When there is no color code,

the keyboard connector is near the white connector, which itself is dedicated to the cable

connecting the board to the keyboard input of the Amiga: the two connectors managing the

keyboard are so close (a way to remember).

The version for Amiga 1200 has only one PS/2 connector that contains both signals for the

keyboard and the mouse.  A mouse connected directly  to  this  connector  can be used.  To

connect a keyboard, use an adapter that doubles the plug and distributes the signals correctly.

However,  note  that  when  using  such  adapter,  the  color  codes  are  reversed:  the  mouse

connects to the purple connector while the keypad to the green connector. This is intended to

allow the direct use of a PS/2 mouse connected the KIMOJO interface, because the Amiga

1200 already has an internal keyboard.

PS/2 devices must always be plugged when the computer is off to prevent damage to the

equipment. Connecting a PS/2 mouse to the dedicated keyboard connector or vice versa does

not cause any damage, but does not work.

Devices  belonging to  this  standard  have  the  most  advanced management.  The KIMOJO

interface handles from conventional two-buttons mice to wheel mice with 5 buttons. As for

keyboards, the 3 char sets are taken into account as well as additional multimedia keys for

which additional key codes are used.
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USB devices

The KIMOJO interface contains an USB controller and can therefore simultaneously manage

a keyboard,  a  mouse and two joysticks.  Of course,  since there are only two USB ports,

composite devices can be used. The KIMOJO interface dynamically allocates a management

time for each device, depending on its type and its use. Thus, the joysticks have a greater

priority than the mouse, which itself has a higher priority than the keyboard, which makes it

possible to reduce the latency time made by the treatment of the USB protocol. In addition,

an unused device for some time sees its management time reduced, to allow more priority to

other connected devices. So, this can lead to a slower reaction time when you move the

mouse while it has not been touched for a while (as if the mouse woke up).

It  is  quite  possible  to  connect  an  USB mouse  while  a  PS/2  mouse  is  connected  to  the

KIMOJO interface. In this case, the USB mouse has priority over the PS/2 mouse which is

put on hold. When the USB mouse is disconnected, the PS/2 mouse takes over. The same

goes for the keyboard.

The management of USB keyboards is less complete than the one for PS/2 keyboards: only

the basic keys are supported, which excludes the media keys or any other additional parts of

the keyboard manufacturer.  USB mice are managed as their  PS/2 counterparts too,  from

simple mice to mice with wheel and 5 buttons, which also excludes any additional parts of

the manufacturer, as a digital keypad for example.

The keyboard

Whether in PS/2 or USB, modern keyboards are not really suitable for Amiga. Indeed, it

lacks the two "Amiga" keys necessary for some task like keyboard shortcuts. In addition, it is

not possible to perform a reset by the keyboard using the “Amiga Left + Amiga Right + Ctrl”

keys combination. In order to solve this problem, the 'Windows' keys usually present on

“PC” keyboard replace the “Amiga” keys. Because of the lack of the right "Windows" key on

certain keyboards, the "Ctrl + Alt + LED" key combination allows you to perform a reset too.

When you press a key on the keyboard, the KIMOJO interface processes this action and

sends a code corresponding to that key to the Amiga, as the original keyboard would do. The

table  below list  all  possible  codes.  Green cells  indicate  the codes of  the additional  keys
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available on modern keyboards but absent from the original and which are sent only by using

a PS/2 keyboard. However, despite the use of a PS/2 keyboard on the Amiga 1200, these

additional keys can not be used, because they are physically absent from the original one.

` 0x00 A 0x20 SPACE 0x40 LEFT SHIFT 0x60

1 0x01 S 0x21 BACKSPACE 0x41 RIGHT SHIFT 0x61

2 0x02 D 0x22 TAB 0x42 CAPSLOCK 0x62

3 0x03 F 0x23 KP ENTER 0x43 CONTROL 0x63

4 0x04 G 0x24 RETURN 0x44 LEFT ALT 0x64

5 0x05 H 0x25 ESC 0x45 RIGHT ALT 0x65

6 0x06 J 0x26 DELETE 0x46 LEFT AMIGA 0x66

7 0x07 K 0x27 NUM 0x47 RIGHT AMIGA 0x67

8 0x08 L 0x28 END 0x48 PRINT 0x68

9 0x09 ; 0x29 APPS 0x49 SCROLL LOCK 0x69

0 0x0A ' 0x2A KP - 0x4A PAUSE 0x6A

- 0x0B ù 0x2B F11 0x4B EMAIL 0x6B

= 0x0C PAGE UP 0x2C UPPER ARROW 0x4C WWW HOME 0x6C

\ 0x0D KP 4 0x2D LOWER ARROW 0x4D WWW SEARCH 0x6D

INSERT 0x0E KP 5 0x2E RIGHT ARROW 0x4E WWW FAVORITES 0x6E

KP 0 0x0F KP 6 0x2F LEFT ARROW 0x4F WWW FORWARD 0x6F

Q 0x10 < 0x30 F1 0x50 WWW BACK 0x70

W 0x11 Z 0x31 F2 0x51 SLEEP 0x71

E 0x12 X 0x32 F3 0x52 COMMUNITY 0x72

R 0x13 C 0x33 F4 0x53 FINANCES 0x73

T 0x14 V 0x34 F5 0x54 MY SITES 0x74

Y 0x15 B 0x35 F6 0x55 BUY 0x75

U 0x16 N 0x36 F7 0x56 WHEEL BUTTON 0x76

I 0x17 M 0x37 F8 0x57 PREV TRACK 0x77 0x01

O 0x18 , 0x38 F9 0x58 NEXT TRACK 0x77 0x02

P 0x19 . 0x39 F10 0x59 MUTE 0x77 0x03

[ 0x1A / 0x3A KP ( 0x5A PLAY/PAUSE 0x77 0x04

] 0x1B PAGE DOWN 0x3B KP ) 0x5B STOP 0x77 0x05

HOME 0x1C KP . 0x3C KP / 0x5C VOLUME DOWN 0x77 0x06

KP 1 0x1D KP 7 0x3D KP * 0x5D VOLUME UP 0x77 0x07

KP 2 0x1E KP 8 0x3E KP + 0x5E MEDIA SELECT 0x77 0x08

KP 3 0x1F KP 9 0x3F HELP (F12) 0x5F

Table 1: correspondence for keys/codes
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The mouse

Whether for a PS/2 or USB mouse, the KIMOJO interface can handle up to 5 buttons and a

wheel. Since the mouse Amiga connector has only 7 possible signals (four for the two axes

and 3 for the buttons), the additional buttons and the wheel are redirected to the first joystick

connector, when there is none connected of course. The following table lists the different

mouse signals and the way they are driven to the Amiga connectors pins (“MX” represents a

pin on the mouse connector while “JX”, on the connector of the first joystick).

Horizontal 1 M4 Fourth button J6

Horizontal 2 M2 Fifth button J9

Vertical 1 M1 Wheel 1 J1

Vertical 2 M3 Wheel 2 J3

Left button M6

Right button M9

Middle button M5

Table 2: Sharing of the mouse signals

The joysticks

The KIMOJO interface can simultaneously manage two USB joysticks. The first connected

joystick is always the number 1, whatever the USB port in which it is inserted in. Although

the KIMOJO interface has been designed for the Sony DS3 joystick, it can handle other USB

joysticks, but their operation is not directly guaranteed: it depends on the complexity of the

joystick and the respect by the manufacturer of the USB standard (see “In case of problem”

section). Any joystick compatible with the Sony DS3 joystick, whether wire or not, should

work. In addition, with a Bluetooth dongle, it is possible to use Sony DS3 joystick wireless.

The KIMOJO interface has been developed with the Sony DS3 joystick, so it can handle the

two analog sticks as well as all buttons of the joystick (16 buttons, plus the “PS” button).

Normally,  the  Amiga  has  only  6  pins  that  can  be  used  on  his  joystick  connector.  The

additional buttons of the first joystick are then postponed to the mouse connector, of course

when no mouse or second joystick is connected to the interface. This distribution is dynamic

and takes place in real time.
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However, the two joystick ports of the Amiga allow to handle only 13 buttons. The other

three buttons can nevertheless be used if they are redirected to the keyboard.

Every button can be redirected to the keyboard. Also, even if two joysticks are connected, it

is possible to use all their buttons. The following table exposes the distribution of the buttons

of  the  joysticks  according to  the  connected  devices:  “MX” denotes  a  pin on the  mouse

connector while “JX” on the connector of the first joystick, “R” denotes a button usable only

if it is redirected to the keyboard.

Name Identifier Joystick 1 only Joystick 1 + joystick 2 / mouse Joystick 2

Select 1 M5 r r

L3 2 r r r

R3 3 r r r

Start 4 r r r

Top 5 J1 J1 M1

Right 6 J4 J4 M4

Bottom 7 J2 J2 M2

Left 8 J3 J3 M3

L2 9 M4 r r

R2 10 M3 r r

L1 11 M2 r r

R1 12 M1 r r

Triangle 13 M9 r r

Round (fire 2) 14 J9 J9 M9

Cross (fire 1) 15 J6 J6 M6

Square 16 M6 r r

Table 3: Distribution of joysticks signals

The left analog stick has the same functionalities as the directional buttons. The right analog

stick, however, simulates a mouse if it is configured accordingly and when no mouse nor

second joystick is connected to the interface.
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The “Dualshock 3” joystick

The KIMOJO interface has been designed and tested with “Sony's Dualshock 3” joystick.

This joystick can be used wired as well as wireless with a Bluetooth dongle.

Used wired, the KIMOJO interface can handle two joysticks simultaneously. Whenever you

connect the controller via an USB cable, it is necessary to press the “PS” button once to

activate  the  joystick.  Therefore,  its  indicators  cease  to  flash  intermittently  and  its

identification number appears. This number lets you know what joystick you have in hand,

when  two  joysticks  are  connected.  With  “BigBen's  Quickfire  2”  joystick,  this  identifier

appears on its LCD screen.

To use the wireless Sony “DS3” joystick, you must have a Bluetooth dongle. This dongle

must  be part  of  the list  of  dongles recognized by the KIMOJO interface (see "Managed

Bluetooth Dongles". No matter the USB port in which you insert it. Before you can use it, the

“DS3” joystick must be paired with the Bluetooth Dongle. To do this, simply connect it via

an USB cable to the remaining USB port, then press its “PS” button. Once his identifier turns

on permanently, you can unplug it. If the pairing was successful, then the “DS3” joystick

automatically connects to the Bluetooth dongle.

Once the “DS3” joystick is paired, use its “PS” button to turn it on or off.

You can only use one “DS3” joystick wireless. A second controller can however be used via

an USB cable.
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Configuration

With an USB key

Via a configuration file, it is possible to modify certain behaviors of the KIMOJO interface.

This file should be named “KMJCNFG.TXT” and be placed at the root of an USB drive

formatted as FAT32. This USB key must be inserted into the second USB port. In the first

USB, the key will  not be recognized by the interface.  Whenever possible, use a key not

exceeding 4 GB and containing only the KIMOJO interface files.

This configuration file is a text  file containing one command by line.  Each command is

followed by the sign “=” and then its value. Spaces are not allowed.

Changes made by the commands of this file are stored in the non-volatile memory. They are

therefore kept once the KIMOJO interface is turned off.  However, they are erased by an

update of the main firmware.

Mapping the joystick buttons

With a joystick other than the “Sony's Dualshock 3” or compatible, it can happen that the

buttons are incorrectly recognized by the KIMOJO interface. For example, the “Cross”

button can be identified as the “R2” button and vice versa. To correct this, you must use

the following command:

MbbJm=n

“m” represents the number of the relevant joystick (1 or 2), “bb” the two units identifier of

the button of  the joystick “m”  (01 to  16),  “n” the new identifier  of  the button.  This

number may be omitted, in which case, the button mapping is canceled. If it is zero, then

the button is ignored. The buttons identifiers are listed in Table 3. For example, to reverse

the “Cross” and “R2” buttons, use the following commands:

M15J1=10

M10J1=15
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These two commands tell the KIMOJO interface to treat the button n°15 “cross” of the

first joystick as if it was the button n°10 “R2” and vice versa.

As the button mapping is stored in nonvolatile memory, it can be difficult to know the

exact configuration of a joystick. So, if you want to map a button of a joystick, always set

the default value of the other buttons, even if it does not change. Finally know that it is not

possible to map analog sticks: they always keep their function. If they are mapped, the

directional buttons can therefore have a different function than the left analog stick.

The following table lists all commands related to the buttons mapping:

M01J1 M09J1 M01J2 M09J2

M02J1 M10J1 M02J2 M10J2

M03J1 M11J1 M03J2 M11J2

M04J1 M12J1 M04J2 M12J2

M05J1 M13J1 M05J2 M13J2

M06J1 M14J1 M06J2 M14J2

M07J1 M15J1 M07J2 M15J2

M08J1 M16J1 M08J2 M16J2

Table 4: Mapping commands list

Redirecting joysticks buttons

Even when only one joystick is connected to the KIMOJO interface, it is not possible to

use all buttons. Indeed, the Amiga only offers 13 possible signals. And when two joysticks

are connected,  only 6 buttons per joystick can be used (which includes the directional

buttons). On the other hand, only few games use a second button. Also, in order to use

these additional buttons offered by the recent joysticks, it is possible to redirect them to the

keyboard:  for  example,  pressing  the  top  button  of  a  joystick  produce  the  same  than

pressing the top arrow key of the keyboard. To do this, you have the following command:

RbbJm=tm t

“m” represents the number of the relevant joystick (1 or 2), “BB” the two digits identifier

of the button of the joystick “m” (from 01 to 16), “TM” the list of keywords of the dead
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keys separated by a space and “t” the key. If the “=” sign is followed by no keyword, then

the redirection of the button is canceled. Thus the command:

R11J1=LS KP4

Produces the pressing of the combination of the left “Shift” key and the “4” keypad key

when  the  “L1” button  is  pressed.  Note  that  key  combinations  refer  to  a  “QWERTY”

keyboard. In addition, it is not necessary to define dead keys, or even a key itself. Thus the

following command:

R15J2=CT LA RA

causes a reset with each press on the “Cross” button of the second joystick. Also know that

the state of a key on the keyboard always reflects the status of the button associated with

it. Thus, a key remains pressed as long as the button associated with it is. To cancel the

redirection of a button, do not put anything to the right of the equal signal of the command

that corresponds to it.

The following table lists the commands that redirect buttons joysticks:

R01J1 R09J1 R01J2 R09J2

R02J1 R10J1 R02J2 R10J2

R03J1 R11J1 R03J2 R11J2

R04J1 R12J1 R04J2 R12J2

R05J1 R13J1 R05J2 R13J2

R06J1 R14J1 R06J2 R14J2

R07J1 R15J1 R07J2 R15J2

R08J1 R16J1 R08J2 R16J2

Table 5: Redirection commands list
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The following tables show the list of keywords that identify the keys on a “QWERTY”

keyboard. When the KIMOJO interface is used in an Amiga 1200, only keywords that are

associated  with physical  key present  on its  original  one can be  used.  In  addition,  the

“Amiga” keys refer to the “Windows” keys for a PC keyboard.

Touche Mot clé Touche Mot clé Touche Mot clé

` ~ A A SPACE SPC

1 1 S S BACKSPACE BS

2 2 D D TAB TAB

3 3 F F KP ENTER KPE

4 4 G G RETURN RET

5 5 H H ESC ESC

6 6 J J DELETE DEL

7 7 K K NUM NUM

8 8 L L END END

9 9 ; ; APPS APPS

0 0 ' ' KP - KP-

- - ù ù F11 F11

= = PAGE UP PU UPPER ARROW UP

\ \ KP 4 KP4 LOWER ARROW DOWN

INSERT INS KP 5 KP5 RIGHT ARROW RIGHT

KP 0 KP0 KP 6 KP6 LEFT ARROW LEFT

Q Q < < F1 F1

W W Z Z F2 F2

E E X X F3 F3

R R C C F4 F4

T T V V F5 F5

Y Y B B F6 F6

U U N N F7 F7

I I M M F8 F8

O O , ? F9 F9

P P . . F10 F10

[ [ / / KP ( KP(

] ] PAGE DOWN PD KP ) KP)

HOME HOME KP . KP. KP / KP/

KP 1 KP1 KP 7 KP7 KP * KP*

KP 2 KP2 KP 8 KP8 KP + KP+

KP 3 KP3 KP 9 KP9 HELP (F12) F12

Table 6: List of Keywords for keys
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Touche Mot clef Touche Mot clef

PRINT PRINT LEFT SHIFT LS

SCROLL LOCK SLOCK RIGHT SHIFT RS

PAUSE PAUSE CONTROL CT

EMAIL EMAIL LEFT ALT LT

WWW HOME 3WH RIGHT ALT RT

WWW SEARCH 3WS LEFT AMIGA LA

WWW FAVORITES 3WV RIGHT AMIGA RA

WWW FORWARD 3WF

WWW BACK 3WB

SLEEP SLEEP

COMMUNITY COMM

FINANCES BANK

MY SITES HTTP

BUY BUY

WHEEL BUTTON WHEELB

Table 7: List of Keywords for keys
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Emulating a mouse

Maybe don't  you use your Amiga only for playing old games and are forced to use a

mouse only to navigate the meanders of your hard drive and choose the game you want to

play? Maybe you have configured the KIMOJO interface to play a game that is not based

on a joystick but a keyboard, and this game still requires the use of a mouse to do certain

actions? With the following command, you can specify the KIMOJO interface to use the

right analog stick to emulate the presence of a mouse:

JOYMSE=val

Where “Val” can be “ON” to enable the emulation or “OFF” to disable the emulation.

When emulation is enabled, moving the right analog stick moves the mouse pointer. The

more it  is  tilted,  the faster  moves the pointer.  The “square” and “triangle” buttons act

respectively  as  the  left  and right  buttons  of  the mouse.  On the other  hand,  when the

emulation is enabled, the “L1”, “R1”, “L2” and “R2” buttons are not usable unless they

are mapped or redirected to the keyboard. Of course, this command only makes sense if no

mouse  is  connected  to  the  KIMOJO interface.  As  soon  as  a  mouse  is  connected,  the

emulation is disabled but turns on as soon as the mouse is disconnected. Note that whether

this  emulation  is  enabled  or  disabled,  the  “square”  and “triangle”  buttons  retain  their

function. The state of this emulation is taken into account when connecting the joystick.

So, the activation of this emulation will not be taken into account for an already connected

joystick.
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Simulating an analog joystick

To be simple, there are two types of joysticks: digital joysticks and analog joysticks.

The digital joysticks are composed of a stick (really!) and four switches placed on either

side of this stick: up, down, left and right. Tilt the stick activates one or two switches. This

mechanical  action is transformed into a logic signal  sent  to the computer  that  can act

accordingly. With four switches, we therefore get only eight possible directions.

The analog joysticks are also made up of a stick, but the switches are replaced by two

potentiometers,  one  for  each  axis.  Tilt  the  stick  changes  the  value  of  these  two

potentiometers, which allows the computer to know accurately the inclination of the stick.

That's how the analog "sticks" works of modern joysticks. This information being analog,

so it takes specific electronics to handle it.

However, the Amiga has such electronics and the KIMOJO interface managing the analog

"sticks" of the “Sony's DS3” joystick, it was a shame not to exploit this particularity. Thus,

since 1.3 version, the KIMOJO interface embarks the electronics required to simulate an

analog joystick composed of two potentiometers. To exploit this feature, two commands

are available because it is not activated by default:

POTSJOY1 = val

Where “Val” is either “ON” to enable the potentiometers of the first joystick, or “OFF” to

disable them. When the potentiometers are enabled, the round button of the joystick can no

longer be used. In addition, if the joystick is already connected, it must be disconnected

and reconnect again, so that this change is taken into account. Although this command also

exists for the second joystick, it has no effect.
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By tilting the stick of the analog joystick to the right or down, if you notice an error in the

interpretation of its position by the Amiga, it means that the value of the potentiometers

used is too big, although within the limit fixed by Commodore. This is probably due to

aging components. To solve this problem, you can use the following command:

POTSFR = val

Where  “Val”  is  either  “ON”  to  completely  use  the  range  of  possible  values  for  the

potentiometers, or “OFF” to use only half of this range. Just like the previous command, if

the joystick is already connected, it must be disconnected and then reconnected again so

that this change is taken into account. Finally, halving the range of possible values of

potentiometers also reduces the sensitivity of the stick.
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The “BOOTP” protocol

The “USB” standard defines,  among other things, for keyboards and mice a particular

protocol that describes how these devices must send their data. This simple protocol is

called “BOOTP” and has been designed in order to reduce the resources needed to manage

these devices. At the power on of these devices, this protocol must normally be active by

default, which allows their use under the “BIOS” of the old “PC” for example, but this is

not  always  the  case  and  even  sometimes,  this  protocol  is  not  managed.  Also,  if  the

keyboard or mouse does not work properly or is simply not recognized by the KIMOJO

interface,  you  have  the  possibility  to  force  the  use  of  this  protocol  through  three

commands:

BOOTP=val

with "Val" being either “ON” or “OFF” allows you to enable or disable the “BOOTP”

protocol  for  keyboards  and  mice.  When  using  composite  devices  (a  single  dongle

providing both the keyboard and the mouse), this command must be used because some of

these devices do not accept that the “BOOTP” protocol is enable for the keyboard, but not

for the mouse for example.

KBOOTP=val

with "Val" being either “ON” or “OFF” allows you to enable or disable the “BOOTP”

protocol for keyboards. With composite devices, this command may cause problems (see

the description of the “BOOTP” command).

MBOOTP=val

with “Val” being either “ON” or “OFF” allows you to enable or disable the “BOOTP”

protocol for mice. With composite devices, this command may cause problems (see the

description of the “BOOTP” command).
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Using the configuration terminal

Using  the  configuration  terminal  is  the  most  simple  and  direct  way  to  change  the

configuration of the KIMOJO interface. Each input command is interpreted upon pressing

the “RETURN” key, and the result of this command is directly visible on the screen. To do

this, it is necessary to have the following prerequisites:

- A text editor as “Notepad” opened and whose window is in the foreground. This text

editor acting as a terminal, it allows you to enter commands via the keyboard. To do

this,  all keys can be used except the keys moving the cursor. In addition, only the

"Backspace" key can be used to change your entry.

- A keyboard  connected  to  the  KIMOJO interface,  whether  “PS/2”  or  “USB”.  It  is

therefore  not  possible  to  use  the  original  keyboard  of  the  Amiga  1200,  since  the

KIMOJO interface can not intercept the actuated keys.

- The KIMOJO interface can not know the layout of your keyboard, so your keyboard

must be configured as a “QWERTY” keyboard.

When these  prerequisites  are  satisfied,  pressing and then releasing successively  the “left

shift”,  “right  shift”  and “left  ctrl”  keys  open the  configuration terminal  and display  this

message in the window of your text editor:
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Picture 3: Configuration terminal once opened



This is the only way to know the version of the two firmwares of the KIMOJO interface.

After  the  “Prompt”,  any  text  entered  with  the  keyboard  is  analyzed  upon  pressing  the

“RETURN”  or  “ENTER”  key.  Accepted  commands  are  the  same  as  those  used  with  a

configuration file. If an input command is recognized and successfully executed, then the

“OK” text is displayed. Otherwise, “Error” appears on the screen. When the configuration

terminal is open, the behavior of the KIMOJO interface does not change, the only difference

is the simulation of pressed and released keys to send a message if a sequence of characters

analyzed after pressing the “ENTER” key is recognized or not.

To close the configuration terminal, simply press and release successively the same keys than

those used to open the terminal, but in reverse order: “left ctrl”, “right shift” and “left shift”

keys. Disconnecting an USB keyboard also causes the closure of this terminal. At the closing

of the terminal, the text “Exit” appears on the screen.

The commands supported by the configuration terminal are the same as those used with a

configuration file:  the  changes  they do are  saved in  nonvolatile  memory  and taken into

account immediately for most of them. However, additional commands are available.

Displaying the joysticks configuration

To know the joysticks configuration, you can use the following commands:

SHOWJOY1, SHOWJOY2

Depending on the input command, the configuration of the first joystick or the second

joystick  is  displayed  as  an  array  of  three  columns:  the  first  column  lists  the  basic

identifiers of all buttons managed by the KIMOJO interface; The second column shows to

what identifier each button is mapped to; The right column lists the used keys if a button is

redirected to the keyboard. If “00” appears in the “Mapped” column for a button, that

means  this  button  is  ignored  by  the  KIMOJO  interface.  In  addition,  the  “redirected”

column contains the actuated buttons against the basic identifiers of the buttons.

Thus, in the example of the following figure, which corresponds to the first configuration

described in the appendix, if the five button is mapped to the nine button, then pressing

this five button does not generate a keyboard action since the nine button is not redirected

to it.
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Displaying the Bluetooth configuration

With the following command, you can know the configuration of the “Bluetooth”:

SHOWBTADDRS

The Bluetooth  configuration  appears  in  the  form of  a  table  of  two columns:  the  first

contains  the  index  with  a  “Bluetooth”  address  while  the  second,  the  address  itself  in

hexadecimal form. The zero identifier corresponds to the “Bluetooth” dongle while the

other  6,  to  the  different  joysticks  having  been  paired  with  the  dongle.  While  the

“Bluetooth” addresses of the joysticks are stored in non-volatile memory, the “Bluetooth”

address of the controller corresponds to that of the current dongle.
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Picture 4: Showing the joysticks configuration

Picture 5: Showing the “Bluetooth” configuration



The configuration switches

Each version of the KIMOJO Interface is equipped with 4 switches to modify its overall

behavior. They should not be modified when the interface is turned on and the switches for

which no function is defined must remain in the “OFF” position.

A switch in the “ON” position is a switch placed on the opposite side of its number. A switch

in the “OFF” position is a switch placed on the side of its number. Each KIMOJO interface

comes with all switches in the “OFF” position.

Functions of configuration switches for 1.1 version

Position Description

W
ai

ti
ng

 lo
op   

Following a  power  failure,  the  interface  keeps  you  informed  of  power  problems via  the
activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to turn off the power, then turn it on again.

Following a deadlock, the interface continuously informs you of a communication problem
with the devices via the activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to remove all USB devices,
after which the interface restarts.

  

Following a power failure, the interface informs you briefly about a power problem via the
activity LEDs and restarts.

Following a deadlock, the interface informs you briefly about a communication problem with
the devices via the activity LEDs and restarts.

B
O

O
T

P 
pr

ot
oc

ol   

The “BOOTP” protocol is not enabled by default for USB keyboards and mice. However, it
can be enable via a configuration command.

  

The “BOOTP” protocol is enabled for both the keyboard and mouse. This only concerns USB
devices. When in this position, it is not possible to disable it via the appropriate configuration
commands.

U
nu

se
d

  

For this version of the interface, these switches have no function and should remain in their
“OFF” position.
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Functions of configuration switches for 1.2 version

Position Description
W

ai
ti

ng
 lo

op   

Following a  power  failure,  the  interface  keeps  you  informed of  power  problems  via  the
activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to turn off the power, then turn it on again.

Following a deadlock, the interface continuously informs you of a communication problem
with the devices via the activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to remove all USB devices,
after which the interface restarts.

  

Following a power failure, the interface informs you briefly about a power problem via the
activity LEDs and restarts.

Following a deadlock, the interface informs you briefly about a communication problem with
the devices via the activity LEDs and restarts.

B
O

O
T

P 
pr

ot
oc

ol   

The “BOOTP” protocol is not enabled by default for USB keyboards and mice. However, it
can be enable via a configuration command.

  

The “BOOTP” protocol is enabled for both the keyboard and mouse. This only concerns USB
devices. When in this position, it is not possible to disable it via the appropriate configuration
commands.

U
nu

se
d

  

For this version of the interface, these switches have no function and should remain in their
“OFF” position.
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Functions of configuration switches for 1.3 version

Position Description
W

ai
ti

ng
 lo

op   

Following a  power  failure,  the  interface  keeps  you  informed  of  power  problems via  the
activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to turn off the power, then turn it on again.

Following a deadlock, the interface continuously informs you of a communication problem
with the devices via the activity LEDs. Therefore, it is necessary to remove all USB devices,
after which the interface restarts.

  

Following a power failure, the interface informs you briefly about a power problem via the
activity LEDs and restarts.

Following a deadlock, the interface informs you briefly about a communication problem with
the devices via the activity LEDs and restarts.

B
O

O
T

P 
pr

ot
oc

ol   

The “BOOTP” protocol is not enabled by default for USB keyboards and mice. However, it
can be enable via a configuration command.

  

The “BOOTP” protocol is enabled for both the keyboard and mouse. This only concerns USB
devices. When in this position, it is not possible to disable it via the appropriate configuration
commands.

Ta
rg

et
 c

on
fi

gu
ra

ti
on

  

The KIMOJO interface is  configured  in  the  same way as  for  Atari,  but  at  a  higher  data
transmission speed, which makes it incompatible with it.

  

The KIMOJO interface is  configured to work in an Atari. It  connects to the place of the
original keyboard.

  

The KIMOJO interface is configured to work with an Amiga 4000.

  

The  KIMOJO interface  is  configured  to  work  in  an  Amiga  1200.  An  additional  card  is
required which plugs in the original keyboard connector of the Amiga.
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Updating the interface

The KIMOJO interface embeds two micro-controllers: the first responsible for managing PS/2

devices, the processing of data received by the different devices, and signals to the Amiga; The

second responsible for managing USB devices. Each of these two micro-controllers contains a

firmware that can be updated to correct bugs, add features or USB device descriptions.

This update is made with a FAT32 formatted USB key whose capacity should not exceed 4 GB,

and should only contain the update files. In addition, this USB key must be inserted into the

second USB port to be recognized by the KIMOJO interface. The update of the main micro-

controller is done via a file named “KMJFWARE.UPD”, while the update of the USB micro-

controller is done via a file named “USBFWARE.UBD” which should not be fragmented (use

the “fdisk” command to ensure). These files must be at the root of the USB key. Each micro-

controller is updated independently of the other: a single micro-controller can be updated at a

time, or both successively. When a firmware is successfully updated, the file that matches it is

renamed with the “.OK” extension.

The update process can be triggered in three different ways:

- By inserting the USB key at any time containing the firmware(s).

- By resetting the KIMOJO interface by pressing the “reset” button while maintaining its

“flash” button pressed.

- By powering the Amiga on while pressing the "Flash" button of the interface.

In  order  to  control  the  correct  processing  of  the  update,  the  activity  LEDs of  the  devices

(keyboard, mouse, joystick) are used. This update process is carried out in three stages, each of

these stage is assigned to a LED. When a stage is running, its corresponding LED flashes and

stays on when that stage is completed.
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The KIMOJO interface first searches for the file containing the firmware of the USB micro-

controller, then processes it if it is present. If no error has occurred or if the file doesn't exist,  it

then searches and processes the file containing the main micro-controller firmware. It is not

possible to downgrade the version of a firmware.

First stage

During the processing of this stage, the activity LED related to the mouse flashes every one

beat per second. During this stage, the KIMOJO interface waits for you to insert a formatted

USB key in FAT32. If such a device is detected, the stage is complete. Of course, if the

update process is triggered by the insertion of an USB key, the LED does not flash and this

stage is finished immediately.

Table 8: The mouse activity LED flashes during the processing of the first stage

Second stage

During the processing of this stage, the activity LED related to the keyboard flashes every

one beat per second. During this stage, the KIMOJO interface checks the validity of the file

containing the firmware. If no error is detected, the LED stays on and the last stage begins.

Table 9: The keyboard activity LED flashes during the processing of the second stage
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Third stage

During the processing of this stage, the activity LED related to the joystick flashes every one

beat  per  second.  During  this  stage,  the  KIMOJO  interface  updates  the  micro-controller

firmware whose file has been detected and validated. This phase is the most important: do

not turn the Amiga off. If this stage is interrupted, the KIMOJO interface would no longer

work and the only thing you could do is sending me the interface back.  When the USB

micro-controller firmware is updated, the second USB port activity LED flashes. If no error

occurs, the LED stays on and the third stage is complete.

Table 10: The joystick activity LED flashes during the processing of the last stage

Returned codes following an update

After each update of a firmware, the KIMOJO interface returns a code as a sequence of

ignition of the devices activity LEDs:

- The simultaneous flashing of the 3 LEDs at a rate of one beat per second during 8.5 seconds

indicates that a firmware has been successfully updated as shown in the following table:

Table 11: Flashing activity LEDS of devices indicating a successfully firmware update
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- The alternative flashing of the 3 LEDs at a rate of one beat per second indicates that a

problem occurred during the firmware update process, such as an invalid file for example.

This error code persists until you remove the USB key. Depending on how you have enabled

the update process, you are prompted to insert another USB key, or the card resets itself and

returns to its normal operating state.

Table 12:  Flashing activity LEDS of devices indicating an error during update

- The flashing of the LEDs like a bullet bouncing on edges indicates that a firmware has been

successfully updated and that no other firmware is present on the USB key. You are then

prompted to remove the USB key. Depending on how you have enabled the update process,

you are prompted to insert another USB key, or the card resets itself and returns to its normal

operating state. 

Table 13:  Flashing activity LEDS of devices indicating the end of the update process
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In case of problem

With  sophisticated  USB  devices,  including  USB  joysticks,  or  with  devices  for  which

manufacturers  do  not  rigorously  respect  the  USB standard,  the  KIMOJO interface  can not

properly process the data sent by this device. Also, several problems can occur.

Deadlock of the interface

This situation can occur when the KIMOJO interface misinterpreted the description of the

USB device from being connected and expects to receive a number of data different from

that sent by the device. Such a situation is detected by the firmware and an error code is

returned via the activity LEDs. These LEDs flash briefly twice every ½ seconds as follows:

You  are  then  prompted  to  remove  all  USB  devices  after  which,  the  card  resets  itself

automatically if the corresponding configuration switch is positioned accordingly. To know

the reason of this problem, follow these steps: Connect a formatted FAT32 USB key whose

capacity does not exceed 4GB into the second USB port, and then reconnect your device to

the first  USB port.  The card will  lock again and will  prompt  you to remove your  USB

devices, what you will do. Then connect this USB key to your “PC” computer and you will

find that a file has been created. This file will have the ".dev" extension and will be named of

the USB device identifier that cause the problem: it is the description of this device. You will

then have to send me this file so that I can work on the problem. I could then in my turn send

you  a  file  with  the  same  name,  but  with  the  “.dat”  extension  containing  the  corrected

description, which will have to be placed on a USB key connected to the second USB port,

before  connecting  your  device  that  cause  a  problem.  When  connecting  this  device,  the

KIMOJO interface will read the description of this device from the file present on the USB

key,  rather  than  the  device  itself.  This  temporary  solution  makes  it  possible  to  test  the

viability of the applied patch, as long as it will not integrated into the firmware. As long as
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this patch will not be integrated into the firmware, you will need to connect this USB key to

use your device.

Buttons misidentified

It may happen that the buttons are identified differently from one joystick to another. Indeed,

the USB HID standard does not impose anything on the function of the buttons of a joystick.

At most, it says that the first button is the most easily accessible button, the one that is under

the  thumb,  then comes  the  second button  and so  on.  To know the  way  the  buttons  are

identified by the KIMOJO interface, it necessary to use a configuration file and redirect each

button to a key of the keyboard. With a text editor, pressing each button successively will

reveal their identifier. If you notice that a button does not produce a letter, this means that it

is not recognized by the KIMOJO interface. It will therefore be necessary to send me his

description, as described in the “deadlock of the interface” section, which will allow me to

study the problem and find a possible solution.

Mice and keyboards misidentified

Too  sophisticated  USB  mice  and  keyboards  can  sometimes  be  poorly  Handeled  by  the

KIMOJO interface. Through one of the configuration switches (see “configuration switches”

for  more  details),  it  is  possible  to  force  these  devices  to  use  a  simple  and  well-known

protocol. This does not apply to joysticks or PS/2 devices.
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Annex

Configuration example

With  its  redirection  function,  it  is  possible  to  play  games  with  a  joystick  rather  than  a

keyboard  for  which  they  were  made.  This  is  the  case  for  "Dungeon  Like"  games  like

“Dungeon Master” or “Black Crypt”. Via a configuration file, you could then configure the

KIMOJO interface as follow for the first joystick:

Note that the “R3” and "square" buttons are

reversed, the “R3” button being pressed by

pressing the right analog stick.
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M01J1=1

M02J1=2

M03J1=16

M04J1=4

M05J1=5

M06J1=6

M07J1=7

M08J1=8

M09J1=9

M10J1=10

M11J1=11

M12J1=12

M13J1=13

M14J1=14

M15J1=15

M16J1=3

R01J1=

R02J1=

R03J1=

R04J1=

R05J1=UP

R06J1=RIGHT

R07J1=DOWN

R08J1=LEFT

R09J1=

R10J1=

R11J1=DEL

R12J1=F12

R13J1=

R14J1=

R15J1=

R16J1=

JOYMSE=ON



Configuration Methodology

Some joysticks such as “Saitek P2000” process the directional buttons differently from the

Sony “Dualshock 3” joystick. Indeed, these buttons are not identified as independent buttons,

but as part of a pointing device (“Hat Switch”). Thus, they do not have a specific identifier

and the identifiers that are normally allocated to them are used for other buttons. In addition,

they can not be mapped. So, without any configuration file and with the Saitek joystick, the

"L1", "R1", "L2", "R2" buttons are identified as directional buttons, in addition to those of

the pointing device. To use this controller, it is necessary to configure the KIMOJO interface

as follow:

As a first step, you must know the default identifiers of the buttons. This is done through this

configuration file:

Any preceding mapping is removed and each button is redirected to the keyboard. Note that

the  buttons  are  firstly  mapped,  then  redirected.  Remember  that  this  redirection  is  done

according to a "QWERTY" keyboard. Using a text editor like "Notepad" and pressing each

button, you get the following table:
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M01J1=1

M02J1=2

M03J1=3

M04J1=4

M05J1=5

M06J1=6

M07J1=7

M08J1=8

M09J1=9

M10J1=10

M11J1=11

M12J1=12

M13J1=13

M14J1=14

M15J1=15

M16J1=16

R01J1=A

R02J1=B

R03J1=C

R04J1=D

R05J1=E

R06J1=F

R07J1=G

R08J1=H

R09J1=I

R10J1=J

R11J1=K

R12J1=L

R13J1=M

R14J1=N

R15J1=O

R16J1=P



Joystick button Key Identifier Joystick button Key Identifier

A Q 1 Right F 6

B B 2 Bottom G 7

C C 3 Left H 8

D D 4 Start I 9

R1 E 5 Shift J 10

R2 F 6 L3 K 11

L1 G 7 A/D L 12

L2 H 8 Tilt , 13

Top E 5

Table 14: Buttons identifiers of the “Saitek P2000” joystick

Now  that  the  identifiers  of  the  buttons  are  known,  you  can  opt  for  this  arbitrary

correspondence:

P2000 joystick KIMOJO interface

Button Identifier Button Identifier

Shift 10 Select 1

L3 11 L3 2

Tilt 13 R3 3

Start 9 Start 4

Not changeable because
 « Hat switch »

Top 5

Right 6

Bottom 7

Left 8

L2 8 L2 9

R2 6 R2 10

L1 7 L1 11

R1 5 R1 12

B 2 Triangle 13

D 4 Round (fire 2) 14

C 3 Cross (fire 1) 15

A 1 Square 16

Table 15: Possible mapping for the Saitek “P2000” joystick
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All identifiers managed by the KIMOJO interface being used, the “Analog” and “Digital”

buttons should be ignored. The identifiers of the buttons 14, 15 and 16 are not returned by the

joystick, they can be ignored as well. This gives the following configuration file:

Mapping of a “qwerty” keyboard
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M01J1=16

M02J1=13

M03J1=15

M04J1=14

M05J1=12

M06J1=10

M07J1=11

M08J1=9

M09J1=4

M10J1=1

M11J1=2

M12J1=0

M13J1=3

M14J1=0

M15J1=0

M16J1=0

R01J1=

R02J1=

R03J1=

R04J1=

R05J1=

R06J1=

R07J1=

R08J1=

R09J1=

R10J1=

R11J1=

R12J1=

R13J1=

R14J1=

R15J1=

R16J1=



Tested devices

The following hardware has been tested and works perfectly with the KIMOJO interface:

Manufact. Model PS/2 USB USB Identifier

BigBen QuickFire 2 joystick X 054C.0268

Compaq Compaq M-S34 mouse X -

Corsair Gaming SCIMITAR RGB mouse X 1B1C.1B1E

Corsair STRAFE RGB Gaming keyboard 4 5 X 1B1C.1B20

Corsair Corsair K95 RGB Gaming keyboard 4 X 1B1C,1B11

König DualShock 2 dual joysticks adapter 2 X 0810.0001

Logitech Cordless Freedom Navigator (keyboard + mouse) X X 046D.C503

Logitech G613 keyboard X 046D.C53D

Logitech Unifying receiver 3 X 046D.C52B

Logitech Cordless receiver (keyboard + mouse) X X 046D.C504

Saitek P2000 joystick 1 X 06A3.056F

Sony DualShock 3 joystick, CECHZC2E model X 054C.0268

Trust MI-2520P mouse X 062A.0000

1) A configuration file is required to use the joystick properly (see "Configuration Methodology" section).
2) In digital mode, the directional buttons are treated as analog stick (mapping and redirection impossible).

In analog mode, they are treated as a “hat switch” (mapping impossible, redirection possible).
3) All  “Logitech” devices that use this  receiver should work.  The “M215” mouse,  the “MX Master 2s”

mouse, the “K330” keyboard have been tested and work perfectly.
4) The configuration switch dedicated to the “BOOTP” protocol  should be in the “ON” position or the

“BOOTP” protocol must have been activated for this device via a specific command interpreted in a
configuration file or via the configuration terminal.

5) The keyboard should be placed in “BIOS” mode manually. To do this, keep the “Winlock” and “F1” keys
pressed for a few seconds.
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Managed Bluetooth Dongles

Manufacturer Model USB identifier

ASUS USB-BT400 BlueTooth 4.0 0B05.17CB

TRUST 16008 BlueTooth 2.1 0AC5.2148

Compatible hardware

Manufacturer Model USB ID / Ref

Corsair Gaming MM800 RGB POLARIS mouse pad 1B1C.1B3B

Startech.com 4 ports USB 3.0 sharing device HBS304A24A
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